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With me as your photographer, you can trust that your 

photo shoot will revolve around capturing genuine 

moments. I prioritize authenticity and avoid 

awkwardly posed smiles,     

allowing your true 

emotions to shine       

through naturally.



During our photography sessions, I will guide 

you with interactive actions that foster 

genuine connections, just like the hip bump 

captured in this image. I take pleasure in 

creating moments that elicit genuine 

laughter and bring out the fun-loving side 

of your relationship. My ultimate goal is to 

capture the authenticity of your love story, 

ensuring that every image reflects the true 

essence of your bond.













I strongly encourage collaborative 

brainstorming with my clients to 

determine the desired vibe and style for 

their shoot. As we get to know each other 

better and establish a friendly rapport, 

our creative ideas flourish, resulting in 

exceptional images. I greatly value my 

clients’ active involvement in the 

process, from selecting locations to 

deciding on themes. Together, we will 

craft remarkable memories that will be 

cherished for a lifetime through 

beautifully captured moments.







I thrive on non-traditional 
photography! No matter what kind of 
wedding or engagement shoot you’re 
into, I’ve got you covered. If you’re 
planning a small and intimate wedding, 
we’ll take our time and have a blast 
capturing the best shots just for 
you. Let’s have fun and create
unforgettable memories together!



Want to have a big wedding? then I’ll 
bring along my second shooter to 

guarantee great coverage of your day!













TORY BRYN PHOTOGRAPHY

Add Ons
Second photographer: $400

Additional Photography Time: Extend the coverage of your wedding day by adding extra hours 
of photography time. Capture more special moments and events to 

ensure every detail is documented. ($400 per hour)

Wedding Party Session: Schedule a dedicated session to
capture memorable moments with your wedding party.

 This fun and interactive session will showcase the bond
 between you and your closest friends and family. 

($450 including tax)

Bridal Portrait Session: Enjoy a separate session dedicated to 
capturing stunning bridal portraits. This session allows for

 focused and creative shots of the bride in her wedding 
attire, ensuring breathtaking images. ($475 including tax)

Travel Charges: Additional travel charges may apply for 
sessions and weddings outside the designated coverage area. 

These charges depend on the location
 and distance. For specific information 
about travel fees, please contact me. 

($100/hr)

Deluxe - 5500
 Full Extensive wedding day coverage | Extensive coverage includes portraits, 
getting ready moments, ceremony, and reception highlights | Access to a dig-
ital downloadable gallery and print release for easy sharing and printing | 
Receive a collection of 250+ fully edited images that beautifully preserve 
every cherished moment | Complementary Engagement Session

Essential - 4100
Coverage includes portraits, ceremony, and some reception moments | Digital 
downloadable gallery and print release for your convenience | Receive a col-
lection of 100+ fully edited images capturing the essence of your special day

Engagement - 600
2 - 6 Outfits: You’ll have the opportunity to showcase your style and person-
ality with multiple outfit changes throughout the shoot. | 2 - 2.5 Hour Ses-
sion Time: We’ll dedicate a generous amount of time to capture a variety of 
beautiful moments, ensuring that we have enough flexibility for different lo-
cations and outfit changes. | 2 - 4 Locations: Choose up to 4 locations that 
hold significance for you as a couple or provide a stunning backdrop for your 
engagement photos. Whether it’s a park, beach, urban setting, or any other 
location, we’ll make sure to capture the essence of your love 
story. | 20 - 25 Full Resolution, Edited, Unwatermarked Images: You’ll 
receive a carefully curated selection of 20 to 25 high-quality images that 
have been professionally edited to enhance their beauty. These images will 
be ready to be printed, shared, and cherished for a lifetime. | Download-
able Gallery: Your final edited images will be conveniently delivered through 
a secure and easy-to-access online gallery. This allows you to download and 
share your photos withfriends, family, and on social media platforms.


